Trs 80 Basic A Self Teaching
introduction to trs-80 level ii basic - 1980 - 1000bit - zabinski's introduction to trs-80 level 11 basic and
computer programming shows how to use the trs-80 computer for a wide range of exciting applications such
as checkbook balancing, computer graphics, multiplication tables, magic squares and video games. basic has a
conversational, interactive nature and a simple structure; it is an ms basic decoded and other mysteries preterhuman - don't you write a book about microsoft basic and the trs-80? you have the talent and the
expertise and thousands of trs-80 owners need help, especially me!'. needless to say, he agreed. now it's one
thing to say you are going to write a book and quite another thing to actually do it. writing a book requires
fantastic discipline, thorough micro applications trs-80 disc interfacing guide - microcomputer is the
radio shack trs-80, the controller is the western digital fd1771b-01, and the disc drive is the shugart sa400, a
block diagram of the trs-80 disc system is shown in figure 1. as with other units in t~e trs-80 system, the cpu
communicates over 16 radio shack trs-80 catalog (1979) - pdf.textfiles - the keys to a more powerful
trs-80 voice synthesizer 80 but a b mlt-in it tbs or interface of trs-80 interface a the trseo trs 80s design lets to
16k basic to tne tbs -80 the interface is to sit directly video cr it the optional ps-232-c 6" to the rns-no trs-g'j int
the fm up ta of the ick of this our rs-232-c pcat penphem nfoma non ram aggc,o disk loading instructions
for trs-80 empire of the over-mind - mocagh - disk loading instructions for apple ii, atari 400 / 800 and
trs-80 model i basic programs .... simply boot your disk! disk loading instructions for trs-80 empire of the overmind: boot disk, the monitor will display "dos ready". type overdata/ cim and press "enter" key. the computer
will load the data file. color computer 3 extended basic - trs-80 color computer archive - this is your
basic tunnel see do it yourself program no. 241 dig an electronic tunnel. look at how do it yourself program no,
24-1 draws chimney smoke. delete lines 25-90 and design your own tunnel. hint: try a larger radius.
experiment with the program to change the depth and width of the tunnel. l user’s guide b a s i - tim mann
- utilize your trs-80 disk system. for this reason, lbasic has been included with your ldos system. lbasic is an
extension of rom basic and resides in ram. lbasic utilizes commands found in rom basic, and adds commands
to rom basic which will allow you to interface your basic programs with the disk operating system. trs-8ct
model 4/4p technical reference manual - software compatible with the trs 80 model iii, but to pro vide
many enhancements and features system distinctions which enable the model 4 to be model iii compatible
include a z80 cpu capable of running at a 4 mhz clock rate, basic operating system in rom (14k), memory
mapped keyboard, 64 character by 16 line memory mapped trs bit - muppetlabs - for trs-80 basic (part 1)
brian raiter this program is a collection of one-liners written by various authors. that is, each sub-program in
this program originally started out as a one-line program. they have been collected together into a single
program so that you string$(1, c) returns string of charac ters of length i. 8$ = string$ (125 , 6$ =
strings 125 , 63 ) - chicago classic computing - z-80 rom subroutines the following rom subrouti nes may
be used by z-80 programs; some may a lso be u sed by basic prog r ams via the usr function . before trying to
use any of these, read the technical information section of your owner's manual. hex contents ... trs-so@
model iii limited warranty - 1000bit - trs-80 onto the ctr-80's tape. leave the aux plug in whether you are
recording or playing back cassette data. c. connect the smaller gray plug into the smaller mic jack on the
ctr-80. this allows the trs-80 to automatically control the ctr-80's motor (turn tape motion on and off for
recording and playing tapes.) we take the mystery out of computers.. - the trs-80 model i microcomputer
system radio shack's trs-80 microcomputer system is fully wired, tested and u.l. listed for electrical safety -you
can put it to work immediately! it's ideal for finances, education, accounting, lab use -even for home
entertainment. trs-80 basic programs to control experiments involving paired associate verbal
learning procedures. - tandfonline - trs-80 basic programs to control experiments involving paired
associate verbal learning proc;edures these programs were designed to control and execute standard methods
for paired associate learning. they are also suitable for use in classroom demonstrat~ons or labora- tory
exercises in experimental psychology and learning. in
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